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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a

wavelength plate which suppresses the different

phase differences arising in a specific wavelength

region while maintaining the characteristics capable

of functioning as a half-wave plate or a quarter-wave

plate over a wide wave length region, such as entire

visible light region, and a circularly polarized light

plate which is less in boundary reflection and is

excellent in the wide band characteristic of reflection

prevention, heat resistance, etc.

SOLUTION: The laminated wavelength plate is obtd.

by using stretched films (1, 3) of An1/An2<1.05 in the

dependence of double refractive index differences A
n1, An2, on wavelengths based on the wavelength

light of 400 nm (An1) and 500 nm (An2) in combinations of films imparting the phase

difference of a 1/2 wavelength to monochromatic light with each other or films imparting

the phase difference of the 1/2 wavelength and 1/4 wavelength to the monochromatic light

and laminating the plural stretched films by intersecting their optical axes. This circularly

polarized light plate consists of a laminate composed of the laminated wavelength plate

having the quarter- wave plates described above and polarizing plates. This liquid crystal

display device has this circularly polarized light plate.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]Make those optic axes cross and two or more oriented films which give 1/2 wave of

phase contrast to monochromatic light are laminated, And a laminated wavelength plate,

wherein the wavelength dependency of double refraction factor difference **n of said oriented

film and **n
2

is **n
1
/**n

2
<1.05 based on wavelength light (400 nm and 550 nm (**n

2
)).

[Claim 2]Based on wavelength light (400 nm (**n ) and 550 nm (**n
2
)), the wavelength

dependency of double refraction factor difference **n
1
and **n

2
makes those optic axes cross,

and laminates two or more oriented films which are **n
1
/**n

2
<1.05, A laminated wavelength

plate, wherein the oriented film consists of combination of what gives 1/2 wave of phase

contrast to monochromatic light, and a thing which gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast.

[Claim 3]When a maximum refractive index within a field, a refractive index of a direction which

intersects perpendicularly with it, and a refractive index of a thickness direction are made into

n
x ,

n
y

, and n^ in claim 1 or 2, respectively, A formula: A laminated wavelength plate which

uses an oriented film with which it is satisfied of 0 <=(n -n )/(n -n ) <=1.

[Claim 4]A laminated wavelength plate on which refractive index difference pastes up an

oriented film via 0.1 or less adhesive layer in claims 1-3.

[Claim 5]A circular light board consisting of a layered product of a laminated wavelength plate

and a polarizing plate which have the 1/4 wavelength plate according to claim 2 to 4.

[Claim 6]A circular light board which has both an antireflection layer, or anti-glare treatment

both [ one side or ] in claim 5.

[Claim 7]A liquid crystal display having the circular light board according to claim 6.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the laminated wavelength plate which gives

predetermined phase contrast, such as 1/2 wave and 1/4 etc. wave, over a large wavelength

band, the circular light board which prevents reflection over a large wavelength band and is

excellent in endurance, and the liquid crystal display which is excellent in the visual recognition

characteristic.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventionally, 1/2 wavelength plate and 1/4 wavelength plate

which use the oriented film of one sheet were known. However, the phase contrast differed for

every wavelength, and there was a problem restricted to what has the specific wavelength

which may function as 1/2 wavelength plate or 1/4 wavelength plate. That is, for example, in

the case of what functions as 1/4 wavelength plate to the light whose wavelength is 550 nm,

wavelength does not function as 1/4 wavelength plate to light (450 nm or 650 nm). Therefore,

when the polarizing plate was pasted, for example, it was considered as the circular light board

and it is used as an acid-resisting filter for controlling surface reflection of a display etc.,

Wavelength did not exhibit sufficient acid-resisting function to the light which is not 550 nm, but

there was a problem which is deficient in the acid-resisting function especially to the light of a

blue system and where a display etc. appear blue.

[0003]The group to whom this invention persons belong in view of the above proposed the

laminated wavelength plate which makes an optic axis cross and laminates previously two or

more oriented films which give 1/2 wave or 1/4 wave of phase contrast (JP,5-1001 14,A).

According to this, predetermined phase contrast, such as 1/2 wave and 1/4 etc. wave, can be

given over a large wavelength band. However, in the laminated wavelength plate, it became

clear that there was a difficulty which do not give the phase contrast characteristic which is
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different in a specific wavelength band, or protection-from-light characteristic that reflection by

lamination interfaces is large and it is sufficient with a circular light board is not obtained, or

produces the partial phase contrast change by heat, and serves as uneven vision.

[0004]

[The technical technical problem of an invention] This invention maintaining the feature which

may function mostly over large wavelength bands, such as all the light regions, as 1/2

wavelength plate or 1/4 wavelength plate. It aims at development of the wavelength plate

which controlled becoming the phase contrast characteristic which differs in a specific

wavelength band, and the circular light board which there is little interface reflection and is

excellent in the broadband nature of acid resisting, heat resistance, etc.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the ProblemJThis invention makes those optic axes cross, and laminates

two or more oriented films which give 1/2 wave of phase contrast to monochromatic light, And

a laminated wavelength plate, wherein the wavelength dependency of double refraction factor

difference **n
1
of said oriented film and **n

2
is **n /**n <1.05 based on wavelength light (400

nm (**nj and 550 nm (**n
2)), And a thing which makes those optic axes cross, laminates two

or more oriented films in which the wavelength dependency of said double refraction factor

difference is shown, and the oriented film gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast to monochromatic

light, A circular light board consisting of a layered product of a laminated wavelength plate and

a polarizing plate which have a laminated wavelength plate consisting of combination of what

gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast, and the 1/4 aforementioned wavelength plate, and a liquid

crystal display having the circular light board are provided.

[0006]

[Effect of the lnvention]By making those optic axes cross and laminating two or more sheets of

an oriented film which give 1/2 wave or 1/4 wave of phase contrast to monochromatic light,

Wavelength dispersion is controlled, being able to superimpose thru/or adjust the wavelength

dispersion of the phase contrast defined by the product (**nd) of a double refraction factor

difference (**n) and thickness (d), being able to control arbitrarily, and controlling the phase

contrast as the whole to a predetermined value, 1/2 wavelength plate and 1/4 wavelength plate

in which predetermined phase contrast is shown over large wavelength bands, such as all the

light regions, can be obtained.

[0007]When the wavelength dependency of double refraction factor difference **n
1
and **n

2

uses the oriented film which is **n /**n <1.05 based on wavelength light (400 nm (**n ) and

550 nm (**n )) in the aforementioned case, The circular light board useful as an acid-resisting

filter of a broadband, etc. which prevents reflection of lights, such as a visible range, mostly

using the wavelength plate in which it is stabilized and the phase contrast characteristic which
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controls becoming the phase contrast characteristic which differs in a specific wavelength

band, and targets it in large wavelength bands, such as a visible range, is shown, and its 1/4

wavelength plate can be obtained. The circular light board which there is little interface

reflection, is excellent in the broadband nature of acid resisting, and is excellent in endurance,

such as heat resistance, by furthermore refractive index difference pasting up via 0.1 or less

adhesive layer can be obtained.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the InventionJThe laminated wavelength plate of this invention makes those

optic axes cross, and laminates two or more oriented films which give 1/2 wave of phase

contrast to monochromatic light, And the wavelength dependency of double refraction factor

difference **n
1
of said oriented film and **n

2
is "^/"n <1.05 based on wavelength light (400

nm (**nj and 550 nm (**n )). The example was shown in drawing 1 . 1, the oriented film in

which 3 gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast, and 2 are transparent glue lines. Although the

number of laminations of an oriented film is arbitrary, lamination of 2-5 sheets is more common
than points, such as transmissivity of light.

[0009]The intersecting angles of the optic axis of each oriented film for obtaining 1/2

wavelength plate can raise as a basic example what is computed, for example with a following

formula, namely, the case where set the number of laminations to N, made the incidence linear

polarization direction into the standard (0 degree), and the angle of the outgoing radiation

linear polarization direction (theta) after a wavelength plate penetration is set to theta - every -

- angle theta
K
of a 1/2-wave film is calculated by theta

K
=(2K-1) -theta / 2N (however, K 1 - the

integral value of N).

[0010]On the other hand, other laminated wavelength plates of this invention Double refraction

factor difference **nv Based on wavelength light (400 nm (**r\J and 550 nm (**n
2 )), the

wavelength dependency of **n
2
makes those optic axes cross, and laminates two or more

oriented films which are **n
1

/**n
2
<1 .05, The oriented film consists of combination of what gives

1/2 wave of phase contrast to monochromatic light, and the thing which gives 1/4 wave of

phase contrast. The example was shown in drawing 2 . 4 is an oriented film which gives 1/4

wave of phase contrast.

[0011]The oriented film which gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast to monochromatic light, and

the oriented film which gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast are used for the conditions for

obtaining 1/4 wavelength plate, The wavelength dependency of double refraction factor

difference **n
1
of the oriented film and **n

2
is **n

1
/**n

2
<1.05 based on wavelength light (400

nm (**n^ and 550 nm (**n
2)), And it is making the optic axis of each oriented film to laminate

cross. In that case, the number of laminations of an oriented film is arbitrary. Lamination of 2-5
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sheets is more common than points, such as transmissivity of light. The locating position of the

oriented film which gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast, and the oriented film which gives 1/4

wave of phase contrast is also arbitrary.

[0012]ln the above, the relation of the direction (theta) of the polarization which came out of the

intersecting angles and each oriented film of an optic axis of each oriented film is expressed

with a following formula by making into an example the case where it is arranged to the

outgoing radiation side edge of a laminated wavelength plate using the oriented film which

gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast one sheet. Namely, set to n the usage number of the

oriented film which gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast, and they are expressed with lambda/2

(1, 2, ... n), An incidence linear polarization direction is made into a standard (0 degree), and it

is a lamination angle of each lambda/2 (1, 2, ... n), theta
1
and theta

2
— If theta

n
, Lamination

angle = direction =2 of the polarization which came out of 2(theta
1
+theta

2
+ ... +theta

n )

+theta each lambda/2 board (theta +theta + ... +theta )n x
1 2 rr

It comes out, and it is expressed and circular light is acquired by laminating the oriented film

which gives it 1/4 wave of phase contrast at the angle of 45 degrees.

[0013]The case where three oriented films (lambda/2 (1, 2, 3)) which give 1/2 wave of phase

contrast for the above mentioned relation were used was shown in the following table at the

example. The oriented film which gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast is expressed lambda/4.

A/2 (1) Qx 2 0,

A/2 (2) 2di + e 2 2 (0i + 0,)

A/2 (3) 2 (Oi + Oj) +di 2 (0! + 02 + 0 S )

A/4 2 (0! + 0, + 0 3 ) + 4 5

[0014]The oriented film which is used in this invention and which gives 1/2 wave or 1/4 wave of

phase contrast to monochromatic light can be obtained by the method of carrying out

stretching treatment of the high polymer film, for example by proper methods, such as one axis

and two axes, etc. There is no limitation in particular about the kind of the polymers, and what

is excellent in transparency is used preferably. As the example, polycarbonate system

polymers and polyester system polymers, Polysulfone system polymers, polyether sulphone

system polymers, polystyrene system polymers and polyolefin system polymers, Polyvinyl

alcohol system polymers, cellulose acetate system polymers, polyvinyl chloride system
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polymers and polymethylmethacrylate system polymers, polyarylate system polymers,

polyamide system polymers, etc. are raised.

[0015]Rather than points, such as the accommodativeness of refractive index difference with

the glue line in the case of laminating above all via above mentioned easy implementability

and photoelastic coefficient of the wavelength dependency of a double refraction factor

difference, and glue line, polyolefin system polymers » cyclic olefin system polymers, cellulose

acetate system polymers, polymethylmethacrylate system polymers, etc. can use preferably

above all.

[0016]The wavelength dependency of double refraction factor difference **n
1
and **n

2
can

obtain the oriented film which is **n
1
/**n

2
<1.05 by controlling extension conditions etc. based

on wavelength light (400 nm (**n
1
) and 550 nm (**n

2
)). The aforementioned **n

1
/**n

2
(it is

below the same) more desirable than the point etc. to control becoming the phase contrast

which differs by the specific wavelength band, especially short wavelength side, and stopping

satisfying the phase contrast characteristics, such as 1/2 wavelength plate and 1/4 wavelength

plate, 0.95-1.04 - above all - 0.97-1.03 - it is especially 0.98-1.02.

[0017]Rather than points, such as control of a difference of the phase contrast in the

satisfaction nature and the specific wavelength band of wavelength dependency of the double

refraction factor difference furthermore described above, and prevention of coloring-izing by a

visual angle change. It is preferred to use the, oriented film with which it is satisfied of formula:0

<=Nz<=1 as (n -n )/(n -n ) =Nz (it is below the same). The maximum refractive index [ / in a

formula / n] within a field, the refractive index of the direction to which n
x
and n

y
cross at right

angles, and n
z
are the refractive indicees of a thickness direction. Therefore, the

aforementioned formula means n <=n <=n . When the refractive index in the thickness
y z x

direction of an oriented film needs to be controlled, the method etc. which carry out stretching

treatment of the high polymer film, for example under adhesion of a heat contraction nature

film can perform.

[0018]The circular light board of this invention laminates the laminated wavelength plate and

polarizing plate which have the 1/4 above-mentioned wavelength plate. The example was

shown in drawing 3 . 5 is a polarizing plate and a glue line in which 6 is transparent as for a

laminated wavelength plate and 2. Formation of a circular light board can be performed by

making a polarizing plate (5) intersect at the above-mentioned lamination angle. In that case,

the direction of circular light (circular light of left-handed rotation or right-handed rotation) is

convertible by changing the transmission axis of a polarizing plate 90 degrees.

[001 9]A proper polarizing plate can be used for formation of a circular light board, and there is

no limitation in particular. Generally A polyvinyl alcohol system and a partial formal-ized
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polyvinyl alcohol system, What iodine and/or dichromatic dye were made to stick to the film of

the hydrophilic giant molecules like an ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer system partial

saponification thing, and was extended, The polarization film which consists of a polyene

oriented film like the dehydrating treatment thing of polyvinyl alcohol or the demineralization

acid treatment thing of polyvinyl chloride, etc. is used.

[0020]Although the thickness of a polarization film is 5-80 micrometers usually, it is not limited

to this. A polarizing plate may be what covered one side or both sides of the polarization film

with transparent protection layer etc. This transparent protection layer may have the various

purposes, such as protecting reinforcement of a polarization film, heat-resistant improvement,

and a polarization film from humidity etc. Transparent protection layer can be formed as the

coating layer of resin, a laminate layer of a resin film, etc., and may contain the particles

diffusion-izing, for surface roughening, etc.

[0021]lt is preferred that both the antireflection layer, or anti-glare treatment both [ one side or ]

is provided in one side or both sides of a circular light board from the point of preventing

surface reflection etc. The antireflection layer can be suitably formed, for example as a film of

light interference nature, such as a coated layer of fluorine system polymer, and a multilevel-

metal vacuum evaporation film, etc.

[0022]The method which, for example, makes a circular light sheet surface carry out spraying

adherence of the particles via a binder etc. also as an anti-glare treatment layer, The method

which gives fine rugged structure for the surface of a circular light board by a method with

proper embossing, sand blast processing, method that carries out etching processing, etc., It

may form by the proper method which surface reflected light diffuses with the method which

applies the transparent resin which made particles contain and gives fine rugged structure to

the surface, the method which uses them together, etc.

[0023]The silica and the calcium oxide whose mean particle diameter is 0.5-20 micrometers at

the aforementioned particles, for example, Alumina, a titania, zirconia and tin oxide, indium

oxide and cadmium oxide, proper things, such as organic system particles which the

conductive thing of antimony oxide etc. also becomes from a certain inorganic system particle,

polymethylmethacrylate, or proper polymer like Pori Urreta and for which a bridge is not

constructed [ bridge construction or ],
-- one sort - or two or more sorts can be used.

[0024]Although each class which forms the laminated wavelength plate and circular light board

of this invention, such as an oriented film and a polarizing plate, may be in a separation state,

the thing [ that adherence processing of all is carried out above all in part ] is more preferred

than points, such as prevention from invasion of foreign matters, such as control of reflection

by the refractive-index regulation between layers, gap prevention of an optical system, and

garbage. Proper things, such as transparent adhesives, can be used for the adherence

processing, for example, and there is no limitation in particular in it about the kind of adhesives

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_web^^ 12/29/2008
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etc. What does not require a hot process in the case of hardening at the time of adhesion

treatment or desiccation is preferred, and what does not require prolonged curing treatment or

drying time is more desirable than points, such as prevention from change of the optical

property of members forming. Rather than this point, an adhesive layer can use preferably.

[0025]The transparent binder which uses proper polymer, such as an acrylic polymer, silicone

series polymer and polyester, polyurethane and polyether, and a synthetic rubber, for example

can be used for formation of an adhesive layer. Above all, acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive

is more preferred than points, such as optical transparency, adhesion characteristics,

weatherability.

[0026]The refractive index difference for [, such as an oriented film, ] adhesion of especially the

adhesive layer that can be used more preferably than points, such as control of reflection by

lamination interfaces, is 0.06 or less thing 0.08 or less above all 0.1 or less. The kind of base

polymer, combination of a refractive-index modifier, etc. can perform regulation of the

refractive index of an adhesive layer. As the refractive-index modifier, what has polymer of a

high refractive index or a low refractive index more proper than base polymer can be used, for

example.

[0027]Furthermore, an adhesive layer can be used more preferably than the point of excelling

in the function to ease the internal stress generated with heat based on the viscoelasticity

inside a layered product, and to prevent photoelasticity modification etc. The adhesive layer

which can be used especially more preferably than points, such as prevention of

photoelasticity modification, is excellent in stress relaxation nature, above all - a relaxation

modulus - 2x10 5
- 1x10

7
dyne/cm2 - the adhesive layer of 2x10

6
- 8x10

6
dyne/cm

2
is

especially preferred. Also as for the glue line provided in one side or both sides of a laminated

wavelength plate or a circular light board if needed for the purpose of pasting adherends, such

as a liquid crystal cell, it is more preferred than the above-mentioned reason etc. that it is an

adhesive layer.

[0028]The laminated wavelength plate and circular light board as 1/2 wavelength plate of this

invention, 1/4 wavelength plate, etc. can be used for various uses, such as liquid crystal

displays, such as an acid-resisting filter, an anti-dazzle filter, and a liquid crystal projector.

Although a liquid crystal display is formed by assembling suitably component parts, such as a

polarizing plate, a liquid crystal cell and a back light as occasion demands, a light reflector, a

phase contrast compensating plate, and generally incorporating a drive circuit etc., There is no

limitation in particular except for the point using a laminated wavelength plate and a circular

light board above-mentioned in this invention, and a liquid crystal display can be formed

according to the former.

[0029]When available light entered from the polarizing plate side in the above, as it described

above, from a laminated wavelength plate, a circular light board emits circular light and
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functions as a circular light formation board, If circular light enters from the laminated

wavelength plate side, it will be linear-polarization-ized with a laminated wavelength plate, and

it enters into a polarizing plate and functions as a linear polarization formation board.

Therefore, the circular light board by this invention can also be applied to a liquid crystal

display as the aforementioned circular light formation functional board, and can also be applied

to a liquid crystal display as a linear polarization formation functional board.

[0030]The function is useful as a former circular light formation board as an acid-resisting filter

for controlling surface reflection of a liquid crystal display etc., etc. The function as a latter

linear polarization formation board is useful to formation etc. of the system which uses in

combination with the back light which formed the circular light formation board which consists

of cholesteric liquid crystal etc., and raises the luminosity of a liquid crystal display. The optical

diffusion board, anti glare layer, and prism sheet which are provided when forming a liquid

crystal display, for example on the polarizing plate by the side of visual recognition, Proper

optical elements, such as optical-path control strips, such as a prism sheet provided in the

phase contrast compensating plate formed between the polarizing plates by the side of an

antireflection film, a protective layer, a guard plate or a liquid crystal cell, visual recognition,

or/and a back light or a back light, can be arranged suitably.

[0031]Each part articles, such as a laminated wavelength plate by this invention, a circular light

board, the oriented film and polarizing plate that form a liquid crystal display or other adhesive

layers and an optical diffusion board, and a phase contrast compensating plate, For example,

ultraviolet absorption ability may be given like what was processed with ultraviolet ray

absorbents, such as a salicylate system compound, a benzo phenol system compound, a

benzotriazol system compound, a cyanoacrylate system compound, a nickel complex salt

system compound. Also as for a liquid crystal display, it is preferred that fixing integration of

each of those component parts is carried out via an adhesive layer etc.

[0032]

[Example]an annular polyolefin film (the reference example 1 refractive index 1.51 and 100

micrometers in thickness) (the product made by JSR.) ARTON and the following — it is the

same - stretching treatment was carried out 50% at 175 **, and, in **n
1
/**n

2
which gives 1/2

wave of phase contrast to light with a wavelength of 550 nm based on birefringence light, Nz

obtained lambda / 2 oriented films of one by 1 .025.

[0033]Stretching treatment of the annular polyolefin film (the reference example 2 refractive

index 1.51 and 100 micrometers in thickness) was carried out 25% at 175 **, and, in **n
1
/**n

2

which gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast to light with a wavelength of 550 nm based on

birefringence light, Nz obtained lambda / 4 oriented films of one by 1 .025.

[0034]Stretching treatment of the polycarbonate film (the reference example 3 refractive index
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1.59 and 50 micrometers in thickness) was carried out 5% at 150 **, and, in **n /**n
2
which

gives 1/2 wave of phase contrast to light with a wavelength of 550 nm based on birefringence

light, Nz obtained lambda / 2 oriented films of one by 1 .1 6.

[0035]Stretching treatment of the polycarbonate film (the reference example 4 refractive index

1.59 and 50 micrometers in thickness) was carried out 2.5% at 150 **, and, in **n^**n
2
which

gives 1/4 wave of phase contrast to light with a wavelength of 550 nm based on birefringence

light, Nz obtained lambda / 4 oriented films of one by 1.16.

[0036]Two lambda / 2 oriented films which were obtained by the example 1 reference example

1 were laminated via the acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive of the refractive index 1.47 so that

those optic axes (drawing axis) might cross at the angle which is 45 degrees, and 1/2

wavelength plate by this invention was obtained.

[0037]After laminating lambda / 2 oriented films which were obtained by the example 2

reference example 1, and lambda / 4 oriented films which were obtained by the reference

example 2 via the acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive of the refractive index 1.47 so that those

optic axes may cross at the angle of 62.5 degrees, and obtaining 1/4 wavelength plate by this

invention, The polarization film (the NITTO DENKO CORP. make, NPF-HEG1425DUAG30)
was laminated via said acrylic pressure sensitive adhesive to it, and the circular light board of

this invention was obtained. Lamination was performed so that the optic axis of lambda / 4

oriented films and the transmission axis of a polarization film might cross at the angle of 80

degrees.

[0038]lambda / 2 oriented films which were obtained by the comparative example 1 reference

example 3 were used, and also 1/2 wavelength plate was obtained according to Example 1.

[0039]lambda / 2 oriented films, and lambda / 4 oriented films which were obtained by the

comparative example 2 reference example 3 and the reference example 4 were used, and also

the circular light board was obtained according to Example 2.

[0040]lambda / 2 oriented films, and lambda / 4 oriented films which were obtained by the

comparative example 3 reference example 1 and the reference example 4 were used, and also

the circular light board was obtained according to Example 2.

[0041]lt has arranged between the polarizing plates which have arranged 1/2 wavelength plate

obtained by the broadband nature example 1 of evaluation test 1/2 wavelength plate, and the

comparative example 1 to cross Nicol, and the part light spectrum by transparent mode was

investigated. It was made for the optic axis of lambda / 2 oriented films of two sheets of

arrangement of 1/2 wavelength plate to be 22.5 degrees and 67.5 degrees to the transmission

axis of the polarizing plate by the side of incidence, respectively.

[0042]The aforementioned result was shown in drawing 4 (example 1) and drawing 5

(comparative example 1). This shows that give the almost flat phase contrast characteristic in

the wide range with a wavelength of 400-700 nm, and the high value is shown in Example 1 to

http://www4.ipdl. inpit.gojp/cgi-bin/tran_^ 12/29/2008
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the low value being shown by the short wavelength side of 400-450 nm according to the

comparative example 1

.

[0043]The circular light board obtained by the broadband nature example 2 of acid resisting

and the comparative example 2 was placed on the mirror, and the part light spectrum by the

reflection mode was investigated. The result was shown in drawing 6 (example 2) and drawing

7_(comparative example 2). In Example 2, by the comparative example 2, a value becomes
high near the wavelength of 430 nm to being shaded good in the wide range with a wavelength

of 400-700 nm, and the almost flat characteristic being shown, and there is light leaking of a

blue system, and this shows having a value high on the whole by the interface reflection by an

adhesive layer.

[0044]The circular light board obtained by the heat-resistant example 2 of a circular light board

and the comparative examples 2 and 3 was pasted up on the glass plate via the acrylic

adhesive layer, and it heated at 70 **, and it placed on the light reflector, with the temperature

maintained, and the color unevenness (homogeneity of a color) was investigated with the

existence of coloring of catoptric light.

[0045]The aforementioned result was shown in the following table.

mmm2 mm 2 imm3

m -e

ml WD

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]The sectional view of 1 / example of 2 wavelength plates

[Drawing 2]The sectional view of 1 / example of 4 wavelength plates

[Drawing 3]The sectional view of the example of a circular light board

[Drawing 4]The graph which showed the spectrum spectrum of Example 1

[Drawing 5]The graph which showed the spectrum spectrum of the comparative example 1

[Drawing 6]The graph which showed the spectrum spectrum of Example 2

[Drawing 7]The graph which showed the spectrum spectrum of the comparative example 2

[Description of Notations]

The oriented film which gives 1 and 3:1/2 wave of phase contrast

2: Glue line

The oriented film which gives 4:1/4 wave of phase contrast

5: Polarizing plate

6:1/4 wavelength plate

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 2]

=!>•

[Drawing 3]

[Drawing 7]
i o

400 800

[Drawing 4]
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